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The Regime Failed to Cover its Scandals ...So, Terrorism Returned
with Live Ammunition
(Translated)
What happened on 08/07/2018 of the shedding of the innocent blood of the security forces
in the state of Jendouba is a crime that is committed only by a coward mercenary betrayer, and
is a resumption of terrible crimes, in which the blood of our noble sons are shed, to create
compelling political positions that they invest in carrying out projects that put the country and
even the whole region under the disguised colonial tutelage and fight the identity of the Ummah
under the pretext of fighting terrorism and extremism.
It has become clear for all eyes that the political intelligence bodies are behind these dirty
operations, and that behind them are colonial countries that want to dominate our region, so
they laid out plans, assigned dirty money and used the rulers who were subject to their will and
obeyed their orders. When the matter was revealed, and the scandal became too big to
cover, and when the people of Tunisia have shown their rejection of all the criminal
policies that tamper with their religion, plunder their wealth and enslave their children,
those colonial powers returned using terrorism.
We in Hizb ut Tahrir / Wilayah of Tunisia:
As we solace ourselves and our people who the prohibited blood of their children were
shed, treacherously and in betrayal, we dissociate ourselves to Allah from the injustice of this
regime and its treachery and the crimes of its rival wings. We call on our people in Tunisia to
declare their innocence of this scandalous regime.
And we console our troops for their brothers and the companions of their weapons and
voice that you know best of the terrorist industry, the dirty bloody intelligence game, which is
meant to subjugate you and your people in Tunisia so that there will not be a revolution against
this corrupt regime, which was created by colonialism and served by the agents and cowards.
So, do not hunt for terrorism in the mountain caves, but rather search for it in the colonial
embassies, the snake nests, which plan, fund and recruit (and the scandal of the British
Embassy is not far from us). Cave dwellers are nothing but political tools, while the inhabitants
of the embassies, their visitors and the lovers of the West are the disease and the origin of
treachery and menace…
Know that these successive crimes against Tunisia and its people will not be stopped by
the tears of grief and not the awaiting for commissions of inquiry to lose the truth and the rights
and even the whole country!!
Tunisia will not be saved from terrorism and its makers except by the great Islam; the
religion that the Ummah has accepted, applied by the sincere and capable people in a real
state like the one established by your Prophet (saw) that protects the country, preserves its
wealth, fights the enemies and cuts off their mindless hands and provides upright care for
people's welfare with Islam.
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